A question that we often hear answered
by Victor Willems, Managing Director of
RECARO Maritime and Pete Roberts: life-long
RECARO enthusiast through rallying and sportscar
racing and looked after RECARO Maritime customers
in Scandinavia for over 15 years.

For many decades, RECARO have been the first
choice for Offshore Crane builders.

WHICH SEAT WOULD YOU
RECOMMEND FOR OFFSHORE
CRANE OPERATORS?

Question

Atlantic

Function, reliabilty, correct ergonomics and
comfort are the key words that we hear most
often. The seats absolutely cannot break down
or cause long term injuries to the crane operators. This is why many companies turn to a
seat builder known for Quality. VW

I would echo every word Victor has said.
As for recommendations, almost all the enquiries I dealt with, the Offshore Operators were
using the Atlantic or similar shaped seats with
electric adjustments like the Arctic. The real
challenge was always to get the operator in the
correct position relative to the controls. With a
range of options and accessories from
RECARO, this was always possible. PR

.....AND A NOTE FROM AUXANO
Take a look at the ENGINEERING page of
our website www.auxano.no
Here you will see that Auxano will build
custom solutions to your exact requirements. All this using one of the worlds most
respected seat manufacturers as a basis.
No enquiry is too big OR too small.

Arctic

.....feel the difference.
ABOUT THE AUXANO GROUP
We are marine seating specialists and Authorized Licensed
Importers of RECARO Maritime products in over 15 counties
in Europe and South East Asia.
We share our headquarters in Manchester with our
Engineering Division, Auxano Technologies, producers of
marine products including the SolaCURE range of marine
navigation blinds and other maritime products.

All solutions will provide maximum comfort
and reliability.

www.auxano.no
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